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The boolear? distance between twc points x and y of a connected graph G is defined as the 
set of all points on all paths joining x and y in G (@ if x = y). It is determined in terms of the 
block-cutpoint graph of G, and shown to satisfy the triangle inequality b(x, y)c_ 
b(x, z)U b(z, y). We denote by B(G) the collection of distinct boolean distances of G and by 
M(G) the multiset of the distances together lINith the number of occurrences of each of them. 
Then (B(G)/ = 1 +(bl’) where b is the number of blocks of G. A combinatorial characterization 
is given for B(T) where T is a tree. Finally, G is reconstructible from M(G) if and only if every 
block of G is a line or a triangle. 
ole tame 
All notation and terminology in this paper not defined below cw be found in 
[:I,]. In particular a path does not have rep Tated points. If G is a connected graph, 
we define the boolean distance b(x, y) between points x and y of G as follows: if 
x = y, then b(x, y) = $3. and if xf y, then bix, y) is the set of all points on all paths 
joining x and y. The boolean distances of G can be determined by its block 
structure, as will be shown below. To thi: end recall that the block-cutpoint graph 
of G, be(G), is the bipartite graph having JS poitlts the blocks and the cutpoints of 
block b is adjacent to cutpoint c if and only 
let b(x) be x itself if x is a c tpoict of G and nique block of G 
containing x if not. Since be(G) is a tree [ 1, p. 371, for any points x, y of 
nd b(y) in be(G), which will be denoted by 
e concept of a “cutting 
en the National Academy of 
omania in 1979. 
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center” of a tree in [2]. e following result relating the boolean distances of G to 
its block structure can now be stated. 
For any distinct points x, y of 6, b(x, y) is the union of all blocks of C 
(considered-as point-sets) lying on P(x, y) in h(G). 
. The path P(x, y) has the form co, bl, cl9 b2,. . . , c,.,+, b,,, &+l where the ci 
are cutpoints and the bi are blocks of 6; such that ci E bib.1 fl bi. The fhst axntpoint 
cO appears only if x is a c&point and then co = x, otherwise x E bl, and similarly at 
the other end. First we prove the inclusion b(x, y) 5 b, U l l l U b,,. If a path of G 
leaves a block, it cannot ret\lrn to this block, because that would necessitate 
repeating a cutpoint. Therefo-e if P is any path joining x and y in G, then the 
sequence of blocks and cutpoints encountered by R is a path joining b(x) and b(y) 
in be(G). But the latter path must be P(x, y), ‘and so all the points of P are 
contained in b, U . - - U b,. NQW we prove the opposite inclusion b, LI - l l U b,, s 
h(x, ye. Let z be any point of bi. Then by [l, p. 281 G has a path P joining ci and 
ci+ 1 and containing z (if i = 1 and co does not appear, then G has a path P joining 
x and c1 and containing 2, and similarly at the other end). Let Q be any path 
joining x and ci and R any path joining ci+l and y in G. Then by the previous 
argument, Q followed by P followed by $2 is a path in G, and this path joins x 
and y and contains z. Cl 
As a corollary we can see that b(x, y) is a boolean metric in the sense of [4]. 
a. (1) 6(x, y)=fo if and only il x = y. 
(2) b(x, y) = My, xl. 
(3) hi& ykb(x,z)Ub(z, yr. 
The first two statements are obvious, and third follows from Theorem 1. 
In fat; for x # y there is equality in (3) if .and only if b(z) appears in P(x, y). Cl 
The set of all boolean distances betweea., points of G is called the distance set of 
G and is denoted by B( 6); it is understood that p) is always included as a boole 3r-i 
rice. Obviously 1 (G)l = 2 if and only if G is a block. If $G contains a cyc 
can distances be een distinct point-pairs mav be equal. We write p for t 
T of points of 6 and b for the number of blocks, trusting that there will be 
fusion between the symbols b and b(x, y). 
m Pf @ is a connected gra,ph with b blocks, then (R(G)1 = I+-(“~‘>. 
particular IIS( = I + (5) if and only if G is u tree. 
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Therefore IS(G)1 - 1 is e al to b (single blocks) plus (,“) (paths joining distinct 
e result on trees follows from this and from the fact that a connected 
- 1 blocks if and only if it is a tree (certainly a tree has p - 1 blocks, 
and if new lines are aAded to a Tree, the number of blocks first decreases and then 
never increases). Cl 
We rem;a:k that for almost all graphs G on p points (B(G)\ = 2 as p +m, as it is 
observed in 13, p. 2051 that almost all graphs are blocks. We also note that when 
p 2 3, G is a star if and only if B(G) - {Id} contains only sets with two or three 
points. The next theorem characterizes the distance sets of trees. 
Let X bc an n-element set and let 9 E WX) be a collection of (z) 
7%en the:re xists a tree T with point-set X and B(T) -{@I = 9 if and 
only if the following tIzree conditions are fulfilled : 
(i) For any FE 9, IFf 32. 
(ii) Any set F in 9 contains exactiy IFI - 1 2-element subsets of 9. These 
2-element subsets have the form (x,, x,}, {x2, x3), . . . y {xk_,, x,}, where 
1 x1, x2, * * *, xk} = F. WC z-2 x1 arid xk end-elements of F. 
(iii) If F1, F, E 9 alid FI nF2 = ( } x w h ere x is an end-element of both F, and F2, 
then F1 U F2 E 9. 
. The necessity is obvious. In order to prove the sufficiency of the condi- 
tions, construct a gralph G having point-set equal to X and line-set equal to the 
family of 2-element :;ubsets of 5% Then G has no cycles, for if x0, x1, . . . , SC,_, 
were the points of a cycle of G In that order, then (Xi, Xi+l) E 9 for each i (indict? 
mod r), hence by repeated use of (iii), {x0, x1, . . . , =c~_-)}E tF. TInen by (ii) 
1 x0, Xl, * l - 3 q+} would have to contain exactly r - 1 lines of G, but it contains at 
least r of them, a contradiction showing that G has no cycles. Now if any two 
points of G appeared more than once as end-elements, then by a standard 
argument G would contain a cycle, which is impossible. Hence there appear at 
most (z) pairs of enc!elements, so 191 =S (2”). But by assumption ISI= (z), and it 
follows that every two points of G appe,ar as end-elements, and G is connected. 
Thus G is a tree and the point-sets of its paths are precisely the singletons and t 
mr:mbers of 9. 
2: boolean distances of G 
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function 
that associates with each set S E B(G) thle number of unordered pairs {x, y3 of 
points of G such that b(x, y) = S. A graph G with given point-set is said to be 
reconstructible from its boolean distliznce m&set if G is uniquely determined by 
M(G), i.e.., there is a procedure to identify the lines of G using only M(G). 
We now determine the multiplicities of the blocks of G considered as point- 
sets. 
A set S E B(G) has multiplici~ m(S) = (‘;I) if and only if S induces a 
Clearly we may a:tisxme S # &. The,n by Theorem 1, be(G) has a unique 
f the form b,, cl,. . . , c,,_~, b,, where the bi are blocks and the ci cutpoints 
of G, such that S = b, U - l l U b,,. Thus S induces a block of G if and only if 
n = 1. If YI = 1, then 
m(S)= (‘“;‘)= (y). 
If n = 2, then 
m(S) = $(‘61’- l)(\b,j - 1) c c;‘). 
If n 23, then 
m(S) = #I,’ ’ I& < (I;‘). 61 
We define the block completion K(G) as the graph obtained by replacing each 
block of G by a complete subgraph on the same set of points. Thus K(G) is a 
‘block graph’: see [I, p. 291. Obviously G and K(G) have the same cutpoints. We 
then have the following corollary of Theorem 4. 
For any connected graph 6, the block cornpletizu K(G) is reconstruc- 
multiset M( 6). 
ks of G are uniquely determineld from the condition m 
en two points are adjacent in 
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A connected graph G is reconstructible from M(G) if and only if G 
has no cyclp’of length greater than 3. 
. Assume that G contains a cycle Cn of length n % 4. Then C, is contained 
in som’e block H having at least four points. If H is complete we denote by G1 the 
graph obtained from G by deleting an arbitrary line of H. If H is not complete we 
denote by G1 the graph obtained from G ‘by adding a line between two 
nonadjacent points of I-I. In both cases G and G1 have the same cutpoi.jts and 
blocks (considered as point-sets). Hence be(G) = bc(G,) and M(G) = M( G,), so G 
is not reconstructible from M(G). Conversely, assume that G has no cycle of 
length greater than 3. We show that all blocks of G are lines or triangles. For 
otherwise there is a block N with at least four points and the longest cycle of Ii 
contains exactly three points, say X, y and z. Then z, say, is adjacent to a fourth 
point t of H, and there is a path P = (t, . . . , y) not containing 2. If .X is not a point 
of P, then (t, . . . , y, X, z, t) is a cycle of length greater than 3, and if x is a point of 
P, then (t, . . . , X, y, t, t) is such a cycle. This contradiction proves that the blocks 
of G are lines or triangles. Therefore K(G) = G and by Corollary 4a, G is 
reconstructible from M(G). q 
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